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Economic growth note: we continue to expect a brightening economic outlook over
five years, but 2021 could prove to see faster growth than initially expected, with
consumers showing recovery and the mining boom persisting
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•

We continue to forecast a reform led recovery in SA’s economy that will improve exposure
to global growth, with domestic GDP rising from 1.5% y/y in 2022 to 3.0% y/y by 2026.
This year is likely to see a statistical rebound between 3.0% to 4.0% y/y, after 2020’s 7.0% y/y collapse.

•

The repair and resolution of key structural challenges and constraints to strong economic
growth in South Africa remains key, including limitations on electricity and water supply
and SA’s transport systems and onerous bureaucracy. Quickening reforms will quicken
growth.

•

SA can see a faster economic growth trajectory out to 2026, and higher levels of
employment and incomes if it implements its current planned reforms quickly, instead of
the slow pace of progress which has been the case since 2018 after the deterioration of
much of the 2010s.

•

Indeed, South Africa would reap surprising rates of economic activity if our up case
scenario of rapid implementation of state led reforms occurs, with the knock on benefits
of rising business and consumer confidence and investment ensuing, creating a virtuous
growth cycle.

•

This too would benefit SA’s credit ratings, allowing for real inroads to be made into fiscal
consolidation as public sector revenue lifts on increased corporate profitability and an
improved earnings environment for households on the macro economic level.

•

With the global economy in a strong risk-on phase, reflected in the rise of many asset
prices, the commodity price boom persists, in turn aiding SA’s mining production and state
revenues from this source, but also GDP. Mining production accounts for 7.2% of GDP.

•

This year, with SA still on level 1 restrictions and the economy mostly fully operational,
albeit with social distancing and other heath related requirements, data so far is uneven,
but is showing key improvements in some areas as well as patches of particular strength.

•

South Africa’s largest GDP expenditure sector, household consumption, is seeing its
recovery gain traction, with the middle and upper income groups incomes improving, and
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so their expenditure, which is typical for a recovery and will likely lead lower income groups
stronger.
•

We had forecast 2021 GDP growth at 3.2% y/y at the start of this year, but are in the
process of revising it up to likely around 3.6% y/y as previously indicated, although on the
assumption that SA does not tighten lockdown restrictions radically and choke off
economic growth.

Please scroll down to the second section below
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•

Household consumption expenditure (HCE), accounts for the largest component of GDP
from the expenditure side, and is showing positive signs of improvement. In particular,
consumers are seeing improving incomes as wages see some recovery.

•

Retail sales are up 1.1% for the first two months of 2021 versus the first two months of
Q4.20 in real terms seasonally adjusted. The BankservAfrica Take Home Pay Index
indicates that Q1.21 could have seen a positive quarter for retail sales growth q/q, but
slower than Q4.20’s.
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•

In general, the data available is showing a more modest GDP growth performance in
Q1.21 than in Q2.21, but today saw the release of the April BankservAfrica Economic
Transaction Index (BETI) which has a notable lift m/m, indicating Q2.21 got off to a good
start.

•

Indeed, we continue to expect that economic growth will accelerate in Q2.21 versus the
growth outcome of Q1.21, which is looking to likely be close to 0.5% qqsa (quarter on
quarter seasonally adjusted) although some key data making up the quarter is still
missing.

•

Domestic economic growth will also continue to depend heavily on the degree of
lockdowns on economic activity this year, and worryingly even into 2022, although SA is
set to quicken its delivery of vaccinations from next week, embarking on a mass
vaccination drive.

•

Momentum’s Consumer Financial Vulnerability (CFVI) survey indicates “more consumers
were able to earn or increase their income. Compared to Q4 2020, … there has been a
greater chance for consumers to retain or obtain employment during Q1 2021.”

•

Overall Q1.21 data is uneven. The OECD weekly economic activity tracker relies on
google trends data (aggregating search behaviour on consumption, labour markets,
housing, trade, industrial activity and economic uncertainty), and shows SA’s Q1.21 GDP
down -2% q/q.

•

However, the OECD’s weekly tracker of economic information has tended to under
estimate seasonally adjusted GDP performance for the first quarter materially, and this
outcome may signify aQ1.21 outcome closer to 0% (but we forecast closer to 0.5% qqsa
currently).

•

The tracker (which uses machine learning) does show a sharp lift in April’s economic
performance, and as such is cheering, fitting with other recent data that Q2.21 GDP growth
should accelerate. The OECD does caution on limitations on the usage of such big data.
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